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Summary: 

            Quantifying Quaternary fault slip rates requires constraints on the age of offset 

geomorphic features. Surface exposure age is commonly determined using cosmogenic nuclides 

(CNs), such as Beryllium-10 (10Be). Age determinations can be skewed by the effects of 

inheritance and erosion, which can result in clast ages that appear older or younger than the 

average clast age sampled from a surface. In a previously funded SCEC project (#15209), we 

demonstrated that the inherited CN component observed in surface clast datasets can be modeled 

using a generalized Pareto distribution (GPD). The three-parameter GPD fit solves for a location 

parameter as the zero-inheritance surface age, which tends to result in surface ages closer to the 

youngest sampled clast age, rather than the mean value of the clast-age dataset. Though this 

earlier project noted an expected increase in slip rates due to decreases in surface ages, we did 

not focus our efforts on evaluating this effect in detail. In light of the recent development of 

physics-based nuclide production-rate models, we investigate how the combination of our model 

with new production rates would affect slip rates in southern California. In general, we found 

that the reduction in ages found using our model is offset by a decrease in production rates that 

produces older ages. Individual site results vary considerably depending on how the original 

publication authors interpreted their exposure age results. 

 

Intellectual Merit 

            The concurrent development of new inheritance and production-rate models for 

cosmogenic nuclide concentrations in surface clasts motivates re-evaluation of slip rates based 

on these datasets. We reanalyze 22 sites across southern California where single-clast exposure 

ages dates were obtained for slip-rate analysis. We find that younger ages predicted by our 

inheritance model are countered by lower production rates that yield older clast ages. Significant 

revisions to slip rates are found in some locations, such as the Eastern California Shear Zone, 

suggesting that a site-by-site reanalysis of both slip and age are warranted. Though we did not 

observe a substantial change in regional slip rates, our methods do reduce age uncertainty, 

producing more precise slip-rate estimates. We also find through forward modeling of synthetic 



clast-age datasets that 19 out of 22 sites in California lack sufficient measurements (n < 14) to 

yield a robust age prediction. Hence additional clast-age measurements would be a good 

investment to increase confidence in these ages.  

  

Broader Impacts 

            Our modeling improves on the accuracy of widely applied surface-exposure age 

geochronology by explicitly modelling the inherited contribution as a probability distribution 

function. This project provided research fellowship support for University of California, Davis 

graduate student Veronica Prush, including travel to research conferences and analyses that will 

contribute to two research publications. 

 

Technical Report 

            Inheritance of cosmogenic nuclides within sediments prior to formation of a deposit 

remains a major obstacle to surface exposure age-dating (1). In our previously supported SCEC 

project, we proposed that the inherited component of clast ages follows a cumulative distribution 

function: 
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In this model: 𝑡! is the sampled sedimentary deposit’s exposure age (predicted to be zero for 

modern river clasts); 𝑡!" is the landslide recurrence interval in the source catchment; and 𝑡!" 𝑡! 

reflects the relative proportion of landslide erosion to steady-state background erosional 

processes (𝑡!). Our previously funded SCEC project, focused on a global analysis of 10Be surface 

clast datasets, demonstrated that there are clear regional differences in the shape of the 

distribution between the regions with the highest density of sites (China and California). In the 

hyperarid regions of China, we find that the GPD tends toward negative shape values, reflecting 

an increase in landslide contribution to inheritance, and that landslide recurrence likely follows a 

long-tailed (Pareto) distribution (2). 

            Concurrent with our development of the GPD model for surface clast age distributions, 

CN production rate models of cosmogenic nuclides have recently been revised (3, 4). Prior to 

these studies, CN production rates were determined using empirical scaling laws that interpolate 

benchmark sites to predict rates at a site of interest (5, 6). The most recent generation of physics-



based models instead uses a physics-based production rate model for the atmosphere to predict 

the production of cosmogenic nuclides at the Earth’s surface, providing a more rigorous forward 

model of production rate globally (3, 4). These methods have been incorporated into the latest 

version of the CRONUS online calculator, and include time-dependent and independent versions 

(7). 

            In order to evaluate the effect of these two developments in CN geochronology, we 

returned to 22 previous studies of slip rates, at 21 distinct sites across southern California, that 

used 10Be surface clasts to constrain the age of offset surfaces (8–20). Using the published 

geochronology data, we recalculated the ages of clasts using the new physics-based production 

models (3, 4, 7). We fit our GPD model to these datasets, obtaining updated probability 

distribution functions of surface age. One of the most significant obstacles we encountered in our 

reevaluation is the highly variable quality of reported fault offset uncertainty at each study site. 

We find that our new slip rates may or may not vary significantly based on the assumed of 

probability distribution function of fault offset at each site (21, 22). For example, when a 

constant probability between minimum and maximum offsets is assumed (a boxcar function), 

rather than a normal distribution or triangular probability distribution, our new slip rates do not 

vary from prior estimates within error. However, changing the assumed probability distribution 

of the reported offsets to a more peaked distribution often does result in a significant change in 

slip rate as well. Thus the error of the offset forms a critical element of uncertainty that needs to 

be reduced to further refine slip rates. Frequently, site descriptions that would favor one or the 

other distribution are not provided in the original publication. At many sites, our new age 

predictions do not vary significantly from prior estimates, because younger predictions from the 

new inheritance model are offset by older clast ages that result from the revised CN production 

rates. Though no change in slip rate would be expected in these cases, our method increases 

confidence in these ages and thus the slip rates that slip rates derived from these. 

 

Figure 1 (following page): Summary of reported slip rate changes for sites in southern 
California [8-20] based on incorporation of the generalized Pareto distribution model of 
inheritance and physics-based CN production rate models. Green boxes indicate a slip rate 
increase. Red boxes indicate a slip rate decrease. Most new slip rates, outlined by the yellow 
boxes, remain unchanged within reported uncertainty.  
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